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W

hat might it have meant to raise a glass to another’s health in
early modern England? To drink to a friend’s health was the
most popular and chronicled drinking ritual of the period. It was, as
Joshua Scodel writes, “the central communal ritual of early modern
drinking culture.”1 A group of companions would pledge to the health
of one another, as well as to absent friends, loved ones, or superiors,
often while kneeling or doffing a cap. Each drinker would pledge
in turn. Obliged to respond, the pledger’s companions would raise
their drinks and either drain their glasses in unison or pass around a
healthing bowl from which everyone would take a gulp. To some
critics, such health drinking signifies “a public display” of “close
social bonds.”2 To drink to another’s health restored “harmony and
concord.” Healthing “served to oil . . . networks of credit and
community.”3 Robert Herrick’s “The Hock-cart, or Harvest home”
The author is grateful to the readers and audiences who offered feedback on this essay,
including the audience at the Huntington Library British History seminar, particularly Cynthia
Herrup and Judith Bennett; and to colleagues including Emily Anderson, Robert Darcy, Will
Fisher, Penelope Geng, Heidi Brayman Hackel, Carla Mazzio, Marjorie Rubright, and
Timothy Zajac, all of whom offered comments on drafts of this work. The author also thanks
the anonymous readers of English Literary Renaissance for their thoughtful reports.
1. Joshua Scodel, Excess and the Mean in Early Modern English Literature (Princeton, 2002),
p. 209.
2. See Michelle O’Callaghan’s impressive study, “Tavern Societies, the Inns of Court, and
the Culture of Conviviality in Early Seventeenth-Century London,” in A Pleasing Sinne: Drink
and Conviviality in Seventeenth-Century England, ed. Adam Smyth (Cambridge, Eng., 2004),
p. 45; and Marika Keblusek, “Wine for Comfort: Drinking and the Royalist Exile Experience,
1642–1660,” in A Pleasing Sinne, p. 58.
3. Alexandra Shepard, Meanings of Manhood in Early Modern England (Oxford, 2006),
pp. 101, 27, 100–02. Shepard offers a rich discussion of the disruptive excess of male drinking,
as well as its association with good fellowship. See also Anna Bryson, From Courtesy to Civility:
Changing Codes of Conduct in Early Modern England (Oxford, 1998), p. 93.
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evokes such harmony in health drinking. The poem features a series of
toasts, as the speaker encourages country workers to enjoy their
customary holiday:
. . . freely drink to your Lords health,
Then to the Plough, (the Common-wealth)
Next to your Flailes, your Fanes, your Fatts,
Then to the Maids with Wheaten Hats;
To the rough Sickle, and crookt Sythe,
Drink frollick boyes, till all be blythe.4

Of this poem Cedric C. Brown writes, “the greatest symbol of
unity of minds is the health, here offered to lord, plough, and
commonwealth.”5 Herrick labels such drinking “merry” (CP, p. 141,
l. 35) and modern critics concur, emphasizing the social bonds forged
through health drinking.6
If health drinking appears convivial and unifying in Cavalier poetry
ranging from Herrick to Alexander Brome, such drinking also evokes
a darker social and literary history than current critical assessment
acknowledges.7 Healthing was a controversial, heavily debated, and
at times illegal practice in early modern England. The Protectorate
banned it, and Charles II issued a royal proclamation against it.8
4. The Complete Poetry of Robert Herrick, ed. J. Max Patrick (Garden City, N.J., 1963),
p. 141, ll. 38–43. Hereafter abbreviated CP and cited parenthetically by page number.
5. Cedric C. Brown, “Drink as a Social Marker in Seventeenth-Century England,”
A Pleasing Sinne, p. 5.
6. On merry England, see Ronald Hutton, The Rise and Fall of Merry England: The Ritual
Year 1400–1700 (Oxford, 2005), who explores the medieval origins of healthing in wassailing,
pp. 13–14; p. 58; Storm Jameson, The Decline Of Merry England (Hertford, 2007). Of course,
the term “merry” was also a synonym for “drunk,” as in the following court case: “Nehemiah
Brettargh . . . went ‘merry to bed’ one night and was found dead next morning,” Trans. Hist.
Soc. xxxvi, 37.
7. I use the term “Cavalier” because of its critical legacy, although the term is anachronistic,
given that the term “Cavalier” appeared after 1642 as an insult for Charles I’s supporters before
being adopted by “Cavaliers” themselves. The term “Cavalier poet” is also potentially misleading in that the political affiliation of some of the ostensibly Cavalier poets is not always or
simply Royalist. See Robert Wilcher, The Writing of Royalism, 1628–1660 (Cambridge, Eng.,
2001); Jerome de Groot, Royalist Identities (New York, 2004); James Loxley, Royalism and Poetry
in the English Civil Wars: the Drawn Sword (New York, 1997).
8. This legislation did not curb the practice: the misdemeanor most frequently prosecuted
in 1651 was the drinking of healths (Paul H. Hardacre, The Royalists during the Puritan Revolution
[Boston, 1956], pp. 74–75). The Calendar of State Papers lists 467 incidents related to health
drinking in the Stuart period. I am grateful to David Cressy for bringing my attention to some
of these records.
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Furthermore, a host of earlier writers, most notably Shakespeare,
depict health drinking as compulsive, divisive, and downright sinister.
What is the custom more honored in the breach than the observance?
Health drinking. Trumpets bray out the “triumph of [Claudius’]
pledge” (Hamlet, 1.4.13) even as Hamlet derides it. Macbeth raises a
glass to Banquo just after learning of his murder: “Come, love and
health to all . . . I drink to the general joy of th’whole table, / And to
our dear friend Banquo” (Macbeth, 3.4.88–89). Iago, aware of Cassio’s
reluctance, nonetheless convinces him to drink a health: “here without
are a brace of Cyprus gallants that would fain have a measure to
the health of black Othello . . . O, they are our friends; but one cup”
(Othello, 2.3.26–32).9
The ritual of health drinking was familiar to all seventeenth-century
readers and, given the range of its literary invocations, should invite
greater study by modern scholars. This essay traces early modern
literature on health drinking, from pamphleteers and playwrights of
the 1580s-1610s through Cavalier poets in the 1640s and 1650s up to
the period of Charles II’s restoration. The essay also strives to create a
canon of health drinking literature. It does so by bringing together
materials indebted to the same cultural ritual but rarely studied
together due to historical and generic differences. There are thematic
continuities running through the canon of healthing literature: analyzing convivial lyrics next to Puritan sermons and dramatic texts
illuminates the sustained awareness in all healthing discourses of the
compulsion, violence, and tyranny of the practice. But a survey of
such literature also reveals the significant shift in the literary representation of health drinking: a condemned practice reappears as a country
ritual within the space of a generation.
The first section explores the social practice of health drinking as it
appears in chronicles, state papers, satires, and sectarian polemic, where
healthing appears as a form of compulsory sociality and drunken
excess. The second section uncovers depictions of health drinking in
plays from the period. Despite the animosity between Puritans and
playwrights, even humorous portraits of pledging in drama subtly
tangle pleasure and compulsion, sociability and treachery in ways that
resonate with godly condemnations. Thus even as these dramatists
9. All references from Shakespeare are to The Norton Shakespeare, ed. Stephen Greenblatt,
et al. (New York, 1997).
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celebrate drinking through entertaining scenes in taverns, they also
satirize the excess of compulsory healthing. The final section turns to
the most familiar literature on health drinking, namely drinking verses
by Caroline poets. These poems establish the dominant critical view of
healthing as a pleasurable country ritual. But within the ethos of wine,
woman and song characteristic of such verse, this essay teases out the
ways in which this poetry ingeniously rewrites the cultural suspicion
of health drinking so evident in the drama of the prior decades.
Healthing was acknowledged, from the 1580s forward, as a form of
binge drinking, since participants were expected to drain their glasses
with each new pledge. But Cavalier poets reframed such pledging as
a country custom and a bonding ritual.10 At a moment when their
opponents condemned and even outlawed healthing, these poets
claimed the practice was ancient and English. Of course, the social,
political, and moral value of health drinking was under constant
negotiation during this period. Audiences and readers were greeted by
persistent cross-currents in the representation of this vexed practice:
healthing appears as pleasure, excess, compulsion, liberty, sin and
fellowship. Nevertheless a study of pamphlet, dramatic, and poetic
literatures helps to expose an undeniable shift in the representation of
healthing over an eighty-year period. The significance of its representation changes when Cavalier poets reframe compulsion as a sign not
of swaggering or villainy but of national loyalty. Whereas Elizabethan
writers found national solidarity in satirizing healthing as a foreign and
villainous practice, later Jacobean and Caroline poets instead frame
health drinking as a means of establishing political allegiances. But in
doing so, these poets become trapped in a mode of compulsory
conviviality, and thus their verse resonates with an earlier generation’s
satirical views on the practice.
II

According to the early modern chronicle of William Camden, soldiers
returning from the Dutch wars introduced the practice of health
drinking into England. In his Annales of the reign of Elizabeth, Camden
writes: “Yet here wee must not omit to observe, that our Englishmen
10. To follow Thomas Corns’s persuasive argument in Uncloistered Virtue: English Political
Literature, 1640–1660 (Oxford, 1992), the representation of excessive drinking occurs in poems
rife with “practices in which bonds of patronage and duty are consolidated” (p. 111).
© 2013 The Author(s)
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who of all the Northerne Nations haue beene most commended for
sobrietie, haue learned since these Low-Country warres so well to fill
their cups, and to wash themselues with Wine, that whilest they at this
day drinke others healths, they little regard their owne.”11 Camden’s
view of the English as “commended for sobrietie” before the 1580s is
of course fantasy, and health drinking has medieval precedent in
England, appearing in both Beowulf and Geoffrey of Monmouth’s
Chronicle.12 But in surveying the social practice of healthing, the ritual
(or concerns about the ritual) spiked dramatically in the 1580s and
1590s. What emerges during this period is the repeated attempt to
locate health drinking as a foreign practice. Playwrights, satirists, and
sectarians all understood, or pretended to understand, its rise as a
foreign phenomenon coming out of the Low Countries, which had
both a customary practice of health drinking as well as a reputation
for excessive drinking. Simon Schama notes that “the Dutch reputation for hard drinking went back at least to the early sixteenth century,
when Lodovico Giuccardini noted it as ‘abnormal.’ ”13 Of health
drinking specifically Benjamin Roberts, an historian of the early
modern Netherlands, writes, “drinking alcohol was a ritualized aspect
of Dutch cultural and social life.” For example, the ritual of Hansje
in de kelder (little Hans in the belly) required the guests of expectant
parents to drink from a goblet “to the health of the unborn child.
When the goblet was full, a small child was visible, but as the
guests drank, the image disappeared to the bottom of the goblet
11. William Camden, Annales, the true and royal history of the famous empresse Elizabeth,
Queene of England, France, and Ireland, tr. Abraham Darcie (1625), p. 5. This practice of health
drinking might also have been introduced by Dutch exiles who came to England during this
period. Further, critiques of healthing may have served as attacks on the Dutch during a period
increasingly marked by tensions in trade. See Andrew Fleck, “Marking Difference and National
Identity in Dekker’s The Shoemaker’s Holiday,” Studies in English Literature, 1500–1900 46 (2006),
349–70, who writes, “the genuinely Dutch figure of the skipper succumbs to English stereotypes of the gluttonous, drunken Dutchman” (365); and A.J. Hoenselaars, Images of Englishmen
and Foreigners in the Drama of Shakespeare and His Contemporaries (Rutherford, N.J., 1992).
12. The history of health drinking in England is vexed. Caesar may have brought Roman
health drinking practices into England with the invasion. See Hutton, Merry England, pp. 13–14,
58; Richard Valpy French, The History of Toasting or Drinking of Healths in England (London,
1881), ch. 3, esp. pp. 18, 28, 40–41. On the heavy-drinking Englishman, see Hugh M. Thomas,
The English and the Normans: Ethnic Hostility, Assimilation, and Identity 1066-c.1220 (Oxford,
2005), pp. 301–02, who confirms the stereotype of English as drinkers in the works of Gerald
of Wales, John of Salisbury, and Geoffrey of Vinsauf (who deems the country Potatrix Anglia).
13. Simon Schama, The Embarrassment of Riches: An Interpretation of Dutch Culture in the
Golden Age (New York, 1987), p. 190. I am grateful to Marjorie Rubright for this reference.
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(which required the goblet be refilled).”14 Similar rituals existed for
marriages, births, deaths, and various holidays, making healthing an
established part of social life.
English writers, drawing on the stereotype of the drinking Dutch,
blamed the health drinking of the 1580s and 1590s on the Low
Countries. Like Camden, Thomas Nashe writes of returning soldiers
in Pierce Penniless (1592): “From gluttony of meats, let me descend to
superfluity in drink: a sin that, ever since we have mixed ourselves
with the Low Countries is counted honorable, but, before we knew
their lingering wars, was held in the highest degree of hatred that
might be.”15 The English association of healthing with the Dutch
appears in writings such as Hans Beer-Pot: acted in the Low Countries by
an Honest Company of Health-Drinkers (1618), featuring three men who
enjoy multiple healths together.16 More generally, Thomas Heywood
condemns health drinking as an unwelcome foreign practice on the
frontispiece of Philocothonista, his drinking pamphlet:
Calves, Goates, Swine, Asses, at a Banquet set,
To graspe Health’s in their Hooff’s, thou seest here met;
. . . like Cyrcean Cups, Wine doth surprise
Thy senses, and thy reason stupifies,
Which Foe, would Warre-like Brittaine quite expell,
No nation like it, could bee said to excell.17

Heywood opposes “Warre-like Brittaine” to this stupefying “foe,”
which the nation should “expell.” Like Odysseus’ men, English
fighters have turned to drunken swine entrapped by Cyrcean sack, as
figured in the woodcut on the pamphlet’s title-page (Figure 1).
Camden and Nashe are writing of the period when England officially entered the Dutch wars. The first English campaign, a notorious
disaster led by the earl of Leicester in 1585, featured Robert Devereux,
14. Benjamin Roberts, “Drinking like a Man: the paradox of excessive drinking for
seventeenth-century Dutch youths,” Journal of Family History 29 (2004), 239.
15. Thomas Nashe, The Unfortunate Traveller and Other Works, ed. J. B. Steane (London,
1972), p. 104.
16. Dabridgecourt Belchier, Hans Beer-Pot: acting in the Low Countries by an Honest Company
of Health-Drinkers (1618): a young man claims he won’t toast his father’s health “to drinke away
mine owne.” His companions pressure him, but he insists, saying “tossepot Knight . . . I tell
thee, ile no more” (sig. E4).
17. Thomas Heywood, Philocothonista or the Drunkard, Opened, Dissected, and Anatomized
(1635).
© 2013 The Author(s)
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Figure 1: Title-page woodcut in Thomas Heywood, Philocothonista or the Drunkard, Opened, Dissected, and Anatomized (1635). This item is reproduced by
permission of The Huntington Library, San Marino, California.

the second earl of Essex, making his military debut. Military efforts
ended in the battle of Zutphen, which resulted in the death of Sir
Philip Sidney and the elevation of Essex to knighthood. Reports of
health drinking, preserved in state papers, appear in correspondence
from Holland during this first campaign. For example, a 1586 report of
a quarrel between Captain Edward Norris and Count Hollock, the
commander of the Dutch troops, features health drinking before the
battle of Zutphen:
© 2013 The Author(s)
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Supper time being come, everybody set, and drinking beginning, Capt.
Edw. Norris perceived himself more than ordinarily pressed; and after
many carouses, the Lord Marshal [Count Hollock] took a great glass and
drank to the health of the Lord Norris and my lady. Captain Norreys
desired his lordship to take a lesser [glass] . . . But being urged, he
pledged him, and drank it. . . . Immediately my Lord Marshal took the
like glass again, and drank to Capt. Norris, who musing much at it . . .
took the glass and set it by him as the manner is. But the Lord Marshal,
reaching over the board . . . said ‘Capt. Norris, take your glass, and if
you have any mind to play, seek other companions, for I will not
be played withal; therefore pledge me.’ Capt. Norris said ‘I trust your
lordship will not force me to drink more than I list. . . .’ [but he
nevertheless consented to drink]. [H]e was drinking to Mr. Sydney
when the Count Hollock . . . took the cover of a great bowl and threw
it violently at Capt. Norris’s head, . . . and cut him a great gash to the
bone, the blood running down his face and eyes. The Count presently
rose to have stabbed him, but was stayed by Sir Philip Sydney and others
and so carried away.18

Hollock represents healthing gone awry, turning to force and violence
when the English Norris attempts to withdraw from the ritual. As this
report and Camden’s history indicate, English soldiers faced substantial
danger in the Low Countries, not only in battle but also, at least in
part, from drinking: political and religious sympathies between Protestant English and Dutch Rebels aside, cementing their allegiance
over cups proved troubling. As Camden put it in the citation above,
“whilest [the soldiers] at this day drinke others healthes, they little
regard their owne.”
As figures like Norris and Essex returned home, such wary references to health drinking proliferated. Queen Elizabeth expressed her
suspicion of health drinking, at least if this anecdote from Sir Nicholas
L’Estrange is to be believed: “in comes one of her peeres into the
Presence: she observing more jollity than usuall in his fashion and
discourse, askt him where he had been? ‘Y’faith, madame,’ sayes hee,
‘drinking your health.’ ‘So I thought,’ sayes she, ‘and I am sorry for’t;
for I have observed I never fare worse than when my health is
18. Aug. 8, 1586, “Quarrel between Count Hohenlohe and Capt. Edw. Norreys,” from SP
Holland 9/76. Count Hollock is Count Philip Hehenlohe Langenburg; Edward Norris is
younger brother to Sir John Norris. On this exchange, see Alexander Young, History of the
Netherlands (Cambridge, Eng., 1884); Kevin Pask, The Emergence of the English Author: Scripting
the Life of the Poet in Early Modern England (Cambridge, Eng., 1996).
© 2013 The Author(s)
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drunk.’ ”19 Elizabeth plays on the increasingly familiar association of
healthing with sickness or poor fortune. The sorry spectacle of
healthing, whether at Zutphen or at Elizabeth’s court, continues at
Essex House where, even after the second earl’s fall, his followers and
allies ran into trouble because of such drinking.20
Even witty drinking pamphlets warn against the compulsory nature
of healthing. Health drinking had “customes to be observ’d,” since
rules insist “[t]o keep the first man, and to know to whom you drink.
To have a care to see your selfe pledg’d”; most importantly, one must
“see the health go round.”21 Gina Bloom explores such rules as a form
of what she calls “disciplined play.”22 But to put a bit of pressure on
her link of drinking and discipline, it is worth noting that these
pamphlets openly acknowledge the danger of tyrannical drinking laws,
suggesting an awareness that “play” might turn deadly, and that laws
might serve to damage rather than discipline eager drinkers. Such
customs might prove dangerous, for example, in forcing drinkers to
imbibe well beyond their own limits, as Richard Brathwaite explains
in A Solemne Joviall Disputation . . . shadowing the law of drinking (1617):
“But what if wee be injoyned [to health drink] upon tearmes of honour?
Neither then, do I say, are we bound unto them. For such things as
prejudice piety, our healths safety, and are directly against the rules of
civility, we are not to imagine them to be done by us.”23 Brathwaite
suggests that the laws of honor of the tavern might be suspended for
the “rules of civility,” and thus attempts to challenge the practice of
19. Harleian MS No. 6395, Sir Nicholas L’Estrange, No. 499, Sir Fr. Needham, cited in
Anecdotes and Traditions, ed. William J. Thoms (1839), p. 68.
20. On April 1,1606 at Essex House, for example, “a great quarrel between three gentlemen” broke out while drinking the Earl of Southampton’s health. CSP, Domestic: James 1,
1603–1610, ed. Mary Anne Everett Green (1857), vol. 20. The tangle of Essex and the Low
Country wars appears in the work of John Taylor, Drinke and welcome (1637), sig. C2v.
21. Wits Interpreter (1655), p. 337. On Wits Interpreter, see Adam Smyth, “ ‘It were far better
be a Toad, or Serpant, then a Drunkard:’ Writings about Drunkenness,” A Pleasing Sinne,
pp. 193–210. His essay first introduced me to this miscellany.
22. Gina Bloom, “Manly Drunkenness: Binge Drinking as Disciplined Play,” in Masculinity
and the Metropolis of Vice, 1550–1650, ed. Amanda Bailey and Roze Hentschell (New York,
2010), pp. 21–44.
23. Blasius Multibibus [Richard Brathwaite], A Solemne Joviall Disputation, theoreticke and
praticke; briefly shadowing the law of drinking (1617), p. 21. On the literature on laws of drinking
and convivial tavern societies, I am particularly indebted to Michelle O’Callaghan, The English
Wits: Literature and Sociability in Early Modern England (Cambridge, Eng., 2007) and Timothy
Raylor, Cavaliers, Clubs, and Literary Culture: Sir John Mennes, James Smith, and the Order of the
Fancy (Newark, 1994).
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compulsory healths. George Gascoigne equally reminds drinkers not to
force others. In one of the earliest discussions of health drinking from
this period, his Delicate Diet for daintie mouthde Droonkardes (1576),
Gascoigne counsels, “do thou neither compel any man to drink, nor
binde any man by oathes to drinke: but leave it unto his choyse to
drinke as much and as lytle as hee lysteth.” But he goes on to ponder
what might happen were one to “compel” or “binde” a man to drink:
“[if ] by this curtesy, and friendly entertainement of yours, a friend
which is constrayned thus to pledge you, doo chance to surfeyte, and
to fal thereby into such distemper, that he dye thereof: what kind of
curtesie shall we then accoumpt it?”24
As Brathwaite and Gascoigne depict drinkers as free to abstain, they
also acknowledge the dominant practice within health culture: the
ritual depends precisely on binding a group of militant drinkers,
thereby provoking a dilemma for drinkers forced into compulsory
sociality. In the language of these texts, the drinker feels compelled,
bound, constrained and enjoined. William Hornby writes of the
reception awaiting an abstaining man in his otherwise humorous poem
The Scourge of Drunkenness (1619):
But if to pledge a flash hee doth refuse;
They’l take the pot, and throw drinke in’s face,
And with broad scoffs, most grosely him abuse,
Thus will they urge him to his great disgrace.25

At risk of “abuse,” “disgrace,” and indeed violence, the health drinker
might stay in the ritual even against his own will and to the point of
endangering his health.
As writers from Gascoigne to Hornby suggest, health drinking
endangered one’s health through both sickness and violence. First,
participants hurt their bodies through excessive healthing: the ritual is
a superfluity, “surfeyt,” and soaking. The English who were formerly
“commended for sobrietie” and who held healthing in the “highest
degree of hatred” now “little concern” their own health and “dye”
under constraint. Second, participants risked violence if they attempted
24. George Gascoigne, A Delicate Diet for daintie mouthde Droonkardes (1576, rpt. 1789),
pp. 18–19. Part of the military culture referred to by Camden, Norris and Nashe, Gascoigne
sailed to the Low Countries as a soldier of fortune in 1572 and recounted his experiences in
Fruites of Warres (1572) and The Siege of Antwerp (1576).
25. William Hornby, The Scourge of Drunkenness (1618), sig. B4v.
© 2013 The Author(s)
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to withdraw from the ritual: Norris cannot stop drinking without
provoking hostility, and Gascoigne and Brathwaite, even as they strain
to uphold the liberty of drinkers, also acknowledge how the ritual
constrains and binds them.
While these texts initiate an attack on such drinking, concern about
healthing becomes even more pointed in the work of sectarian preachers as it develops over the next decades. Over twenty separate publications on health drinking appeared over the course of the seventeenth
century, beginning with John Downame’s 1609 Foure Treatises up
through the compilation on health drinking by Samuel Clark, A
Warning Piece to all Drunkards and Health-Drinkers (1680). Often taking
the form of a polemical sermon, the publications on health drinking
come largely from Puritan ministers who offer arguments resonant
with earlier critiques of the practice in Gascoigne, Brathwaite, Hornby
and others cited above. Such sectarian literature on health drinking
went through multiple editions, as was the case with Puritan pamphleteer William Prynne’s 100-page polemic against healthing,
Healthes Sickness (1628). In it he amplifies the attack on health drinking
as compulsory: “Our ordinary drinking of Healthes, doeth take away
Christian libertie and freedome, and puts a kinde of Law and necessitie
vpon men, in the vse of Gods good creatures: For it confines and
restraines . . . mens drinking, to the will and pleasure of such as begin
the Health: and puts a kinde of Law and necessitie vpon all the
company that are present, both in the matter, manner, measure, time,
and end of drinking.”26 Using the same language of confinement that
appears in Gascoigne, Brathwaite, and Hornby, Prynne expands on
the compulsion of healthing in a later pamphlet, The Great Evil of
Health-Drinking. He writes “our young masters, who swear you shall
drink, or swear they’ll run you through, they’ll see through you,
they’ll pin you to the wall, or fasten you to the ground. . . . It is
dangerous to drinke, and it is deadly to refuse.”27 If Brathwaite and
Gascoigne strain to advocate choice in the selections above—the
drinker should be able to refuse—for Prynne the drinker has no
“Christian libertie” or “freedome” at all. The witty, entertaining “laws
26. William Prynne, Healthes Sicknesse. Or a compendious and brief discourse; proving the drinking
and pledging of Healthes, to be Sinfull, and utterly Unlawfull unto Christians (1628), p. 6. BL 700.g.6.
27. William Prynne, The Great Evil of Health-Drinking: or a discourse wherein the original, evil,
and mischief of drinking of healths, are discovered and detected; and the practice opposed (1684), p. 11.
Hunt 145582.
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of drinking” now become, in Prynne’s hands, compulsory “Law and
necessitie.” They “confine” and “restrain” the individual. Furthermore, the drinker finds himself under the “will and pleasure” of
another, since he must continue to imbibe as long as pledges are
voiced.
Prynne’s view of healthing—“it is deadly to refuse”—resonates with
other Stuart pamphlets about pushy drinkers bullying friends into
excess. The author of A Looking Glasse for Drunkards (1627) notes how
men “take it in hye disgrace, and take occasions to quarrell if the
healthes bee not observed.”28 Religious writer Richard Young notes
in The Drunkard’s Character (1638) that “it is an unexcusable fault, or,
as may say, an unpardonable crime to refuse an health, or not to drink
equall with the rest.”29 To these religious writers health drinking
represents an alternate (and illegitimate) form of government, whereby
abstainers are called criminals and punished for transgressing a set of
tavern laws. The drinker cannot extract himself from this drinking
commonwealth without fear of physical retribution. Instead, as godly
minister John Downame puts it in Foure Treatises (1609), healthing is
“a Lordly tyrant, which raigneth and ruleth with great insolence.”30
If such writers attack health drinking as compulsory, they also view
it as physically dangerous. A Looking Glasse for Drunkards (1627) notes
the physical dangers of healthing, since a drinker is forced to consume
even when his body flags: “when a man pleads . . . that he can drinke
no more, without great hurt to himselfe, then the drunken rout will
wind him in, by drinking healths to one great personage or another.”31
Downame concurs, writing that health drinkers “draw one another to
excessive quaffing, by making challenges, who can expresse most love
to their absent friends by largest drinking, not caring to bring themselves, through their intemperancy into grievous diseases, by drinking
healthes to other men” (pp. 79–80). These writers repeatedly highlight
the ironic link of “health” to health, claiming that drinkers ruin rather
than preserve their wellbeing by such drinking.
28. Anon., A Looking Glasse for Drunkards: or, the Hunting of drunkeness (1627), ch. 3, n.p.
29. R. Junius [Richard Young], The Drunkard’s Character: or, A True Drunkard with such
sinnes as raigne in him (1638), p. 138.
30. John Downame, Foure treatises tending to disswade all christians from foure no lesse hainous
than common sinnes, namely the abuses of swearing, drunkenesse, whoredome, and briberie (1609), p. 93.
31. A Looking Glasse for Drunkards, ch. 3. See also Timothy Gunton, An extemporary answer
to a cluster of drunkards, met together at Schiedam: made by Timothy Gunton, who was compelled
thereto, upon his refusall to drink the kings health (1648), n.p. Huntington 442777.
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To reinforce the dangers of health drinking, many authors offer
examples of unfortunate drinkers killed or maimed by their excessive
quaffing. Puritan preacher Samuel Ward illustrates such a danger in
Woe to Drunkards (1622): “At a tavern in Breadstreet in London,
certain Gentlemen drinking Healths to their Lords, on whom they had
dependence; one desperate Wretch steps to the Tables end, lays hold
on a pottle-pot full of Canary-sack, swears a deep Oath; what will
none here drink a Health to my noble Lord and Master? And so
setting the Pottle-pot to his mouth, drinks it off to the bottom; was
not able to rise up, or to speak when he had done, but fell into a deep
snoring sleep, and . . . was within the space of two hours irrecoverably
dead.”32 Ward offers several other stories, complete with pictures of
fatal health drinking. In a later, illustrated version of the sermon, the
“desperate wretch” noted above lies on the ground, dying, with a text
issuing from his mouth: “Oh cursed health drinking” (Figure 2).
Of course, these sermonizing writers warn against the practice of
health drinking for their own highly invested purposes. The godly
focused particular energy on the damage that drunkenness posed for
church services. Sabbatarian debates about church attendance and
pious living persistently raised the specter of the drunkenness unfolding in taverns and alehouses, not only after the services, but also during
them. As one of the most popular and notorious drinking rituals,
healthing posed a special risk. It threatened to offer an alternative
government, complete with tavern laws and a unified commonwealth.
Its rituals allegedly compelled men into participation (and thereby into
drunkenness), and as a result potential churchgoers found themselves
bound to the tavern rather than to the sacristy. Godly writers thus
emphasize the horrifying specter of compulsory conviviality, and their
tales of dying health drinkers might be read as part of their attempt to
scare drinkers straight.
If sectarian writers have a particular agenda in their attack on health
drinking, nevertheless their arguments against it resonate with the
earlier, secular depictions of the practice, as suggested in the examples
32. Samuel Ward, Woe to Drunkards. A sermon by Samuel Ward, preacher of Ipswich (1622), pp.
26–27. BL c.107.e.24. See also Samuel Ward and Samuel Clark, A Warning-piece to all Drunkards
and Health-Drinkers (1682). For other stories of felled health drinkers, see Henry Jessey, The
Lords loud call to England: being a true relation of some late, various, and wonderful judgments, or
handy-works of God . . . As also of the odious sin of drinking healths (1660); and John Vicars, The
Looking-Glass for Malignants, enlarged. Or, the second part of Gods hand against God-haters (1643,
rpt. 1645), sig. C2.
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Figure 2: Samuel Ward, A Warning-piece to All Drunkards and Health-Drinkers
(1682). This item is reproduced by permission of The Huntington Library,
San Marino, California.
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from Camden, Norris, Gascoigne, Brathwaite and Hornby. The conversation about healthing as a social practice is rather one-sided.
Health drinking is rarely if ever praised in pamphlet literature. But
even when imaginative writers offer dramatic heath drinking scenes
on stage, as they do for comic effect or to propel their plots forward,
the tangle of compulsion and violence—even when mixed with
laughter—quite often remains.
III

One of the most humorous and extended portraits of healthing in
early modern drama appears in Jonson’s Every Man Out of his
Humour.33 The character of Carlo Buffone begins the play by serving
as prologue, drinking healths to all the audience members. He continues to drink as the play proceeds. The portrait of his drinking
climaxes with a healthing scene between himself and two inanimate
cups. As the stage directions tell us, “He sets the two cups asunder, and
first drinkes with the one, and pledges with the other.” Watched by amazed
onstage characters standing in the wings, Buffone moves between the
cups in the following fashion:
1 Cup: Now sir, here’s to you, and I present you with so much of my
love.
2 Cup: I take it kindly from you, sir, (Drinks) and will return you the
like proportion.34

Buffone continues the routine, with each cup offering the other a
pledge. But eventually the cups fall to blows when 2 Cup is convinced
that 1 Cup did not drink his full pledge, recalling Count Hollock and
Edward Norris. The Zutphen episode resonates strongly with the
scene’s satire, its violence now overlaid with humor: overturning
tables, cups, and chairs, Buffone is restrained by the alarmed drawer
just as Hollock had to be restrained by Sidney after throwing a
drinking bowl at Norris.
33. Jonson, a student of Camden’s at Westminster School, traveled to the Low Countries
as a volunteer with the regiments of Sir Francis Vere and turned his experiences into satirical
comedy in his subsequent plays. The character of Tucca in Poetaster encourages health drinking
(3.4); and in Cynthia’s Revels Cupid and Mercury engage in a conversation about the health
drinking of Anaides, who “never kneels but to pledge Healths, nor prays but for a Pipe of
Pudding-tabacco” (2.2).
34. Ben Jonson, Every Man Out of His Humour, ed. Helen Ostovich (Manchester, Eng.,
2001), 4.3.50–53. On Buffone as figure for the real life buffoon Charles Chester, see Matthew
Steggle, “Charles Chester and Ben Jonson,” SEL 39 (1999), 313–26.
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If the sectarian ministers underline the dangers of healthing, for
Jonson the ritual serves as a joke. The health drinker is a swaggerer
who senselessly attacks himself, overtaken by manic lunacy. Furthermore, this ritual is so evacuated of meaning that cups fight over
nothing; and its narrative arc—from drunkenness, to quarrelling, to
destruction—is so formulaic that mere cups can enact the drama. Even
in its joke, however, the scene reinforces precisely the critique against
healthing familiar from pamphlet literature. Its compulsory nature is
part of the humor, as inanimate objects are conjoined to drink. Carlo
Buffone perfectly encapsulates the razor’s edge of healthing. He is the
play’s wittiest character, and he initially embodies the theater’s conviviality as he welcomes the audience in the play’s opening scenes. But
in the drinking scene he becomes the buffoon his name promises,
leaving the audience in stitches as he relinquishes his authority to
cups, compelled (by his own imagination) to continue drinking or risk
violence if he abstains.
Like Jonson, Thomas Dekker and Thomas Middleton link health
drinking and swaggering to comic effect in The Honest Whore, Part 1.
The gallants Fluello, Castruchio, and Pioratto taunt the patient
Candido. Rather than shunning their worthless custom, as any reasonable person might, Candido rewards them with a beaker full of
wine for pledging. His hospitality serves as further proof of his implacable character: even swaggering health drinkers don’t move him to
ire, despite their attempts to bully him into drinking. Fluello demands,
“Sfoot, you shall pledge me all!” (1.5.162), threatening to steal a silver
and gold beaker if Candido does not drink; Castruchio warns “Pledge
him, he’ll do’t else” (1.5.167).35 But Candido calmly tells the men,
“Oh, you must pardon me, I use it not” (1.5.157); “You know me,
sir: / I am not of that sin.” (1.5.170–71). This scene hinges on the
humorous encounter between two exaggerated character types, the
impossibly patient Candido, and the hard drinking city gallant. And it
is the practice of health drinking that helps to throw their opposition
into stark contrast.
Buffoonish, swaggering health drinkers appear in several other comedies. In Epicene, Captain Tom Otter, a dedicated health drinker with
his own carousing cups named the “bull,” the “bear,” and the “horse”
35. Thomas Dekker and Thomas Middleton, Honest Whore, Part 1, in The Dramatic Works
of Thomas Dekker, ed. Fredson Bowers, 4 vols. (Cambridge, Eng., 1953–1961; 1955), II, 1–130.
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according to size, becomes overcome with drink and condemns his
social-climbing wife to his audience (4.2.4). “Wives are nasty sluttish
Animals” he begins—and ends being beaten by his wife who had been
positioned to overhear his diatribe (4.2.53–54).36 In Bartholomew Fair,
too, healthing proves, like the game of vapours, a peculiar social ritual
that overtakes its participants, freeing them from their own social
habits to revel in the unexpected antics of the fair space. Jonson’s
Quarlous, disguised as Trouble-All, initially claims, “I may not drinke
without a warrant,” a mock-fastidiousness easily overcome when
Knockum supplies a cooked-up warrant. Trouble-all begins to pledge
vigorously, trumpeting “In Justice Overdoo’s name, I drinke to you,
and here is my warrant” (4.6.5, 162–63), eliciting laughs for his eager
imbibing.37 This careful attention to ritual healthing—either through
special cups in Epicene or specially procured warrants in Bartholomew
Fair—appears in Eastward Ho! as well, which features an extended
drinking ritual as male tavern patrons encircle and drink to their
female companion. Sir Petronel Flash presides over the toasts, and in
doing so steals Winifred, the wife of the jealous old usurer Security
from under her husband’s nose. In the climax of the scene, all the
drinkers, including Flash and Security, circle around the disguised
Winifred. They offer her toasts on their knees in a public display that
would incense Security were he to realize the game featured his own
wife. Instead the cuckolded Security celebrates the occasion, believing
the woman to be Mistress Bramble: “I have one corner of my brain,
I hope, fit to bear one carouse more. Here, lady, to you that are
encompassed there” (3.2.186–88).38
In these examples, the health drinkers form a gang of gallants
offering comic interludes, often deploying health drinking to taunt a
fastidious or otherwise errant character. While comic in tone, the plays
also stage the cultural link of health drinking and bullying: practiced
drinkers entice new members, who find themselves humiliated by
having let their guards down long enough for the plot to proceed
without them. The swaggerers in Honest Whore are the most onedimensional of the drinkers, serving as bullies who seek to try
36. Ben Jonson, Epicene, or The Silent Woman, ed. Richard Dutton (Manchester, 2003).
37. Ben Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, in The Selected Plays of Ben Jonson, ed. Martin Butler,
2 vols. (Cambridge, Eng., 1989), II, 147–298.
38. George Chapman, Ben Jonson, and John Marston, Eastward Ho, ed. R. W. Van Fossen
(Manchester, 2006).
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Candido’s patient character. Otter, Quarlous, and Flash are more
diverting, each in his own way a master of comic excess. In his
preoccupation with his fancy cups, Otter fails to notice his wife
listening to his rant against her, much to the delight of his fellow
drinkers; Security, as part of the drinking crew at The Anchor, ignores
the signs that the “encompass’d” woman is his wife, and thus Flash can
succeed in his wooing. Health drinkers participate in a world turned
upside down, with characters in disguise or hidden, waiting in the
wings to mete out retribution or correction. Of course this correction
is often just as topsy-turvy as the drinking itself, particularly when
stage managed by other drinkers.
Even as their characters might celebrate the humor of healthing, and
mock those who rail against it, these plays nevertheless relegate the
practice to a loutish subculture of satirized roisterers. In taking health
drinking seriously enough to require a warrant, or to demand that
heads and knees bend in turn, these drinkers are ridiculed for their
misguided reverence for an invented ritual. At least here, health
drinking is neither a rallying cry nor a lauded practice. It is a clownish
pursuit serving, as Brian Gibbons writes of city comedy more generally, as an “ironic burlesque of dramatic ‘realism.’ ”39 The health
drinkers in Dekker and Jonson almost universally play tricks on one
another—cuckolding one man, ridiculing another, deceiving a third.
Health drinking allows swaggerers and gallants, prodigal sons like Flash
and miserable husbands like Otter and Security, to revel in temporary
freedom.40
It is left to Twelfth Night’s Sir Toby Belch to provide one of the era’s
most vigorous defenses of health drinking. As he claims to Maria, he
spends his time “drinking healths to my niece. I’ll drink to her as long
as there is a passage in my throat and drink in Illyria. He’s a coward
and a coistrel that will not drink to my niece till his brains turn o’ th’
39. Brian Gibbons, Jacobean City Comedy: A Study of Satiric Plays by Jonson, Marston and
Middleton (Cambridge, Mass., 1968), p. 155.
40. Shakespeare, too, develops this link between trickery and health drinking. Petruccio
drinks to Kate’s health in TS, as if, as Gremio recounts, “He had been aboard, carousing to his
mates / After a storm” (3.3.44–45). Having “quaff’d off the muscadel” he then “threw the sops
all in the sexton’s face” (3.3.45–46). Here healthing serves as part of Petruccio’s “taming” ritual,
in line with riding to the wedding ceremony on a nag: he mimics anti-social behaviors in an
effort to humiliate Kate. See also Thomas Heywood’s The Iron Age, part 1, which posits the
origins of the Trojan War in a health-drinking contest, when Menelaus entertains the visiting
Paris and toasts him repeatedly.
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toe, like a parish top” (1.3.32–35). Here Shakespeare’s character wittily
draws on the widespread condemnation of healthing discourses, as
seen above: in his knightly bravado, Toby asserts both the bullying
culture of healthing (“he’s a coward and a coistrel that will not drink”)
and its link to physical incapacitation (the “brains turn o’ th’ toe”).
The incapacitation stands as a sign of his love of his niece. But of
course, the audience laughs at his self-interested argument: he drinks
not for loyalty, but for drunken pleasure. Even such comic invocations
or defenses of health drinking, ranging from Buffone to Toby, thus
betray an edge of satire, as the drinker is gulled, ridiculed, or exposed.
Health drinking follows Jonson’s (and Cicero’s) definition of comedy
more generally. As Cardatus puts it in Every Man Out of His Humour,
it is “pleasant, and ridiculous, and accommodated to the correction of
manners” (3.6.170–74).
If Shakespeare defends and lightly mocks healthing in the figure of
Toby, many of his other invocations of the practice are more sinister.
A survey of health drinking in his plays reveals his repeated link of
healthing and villainy: Claudius, Macbeth, Iago, Lucio, Simonides,
Westmoreland, Prince John of Lancaster, and Cardinal Wolsey all
invoke health drinking to entrap their enemies or opponents, or to
create false community in the midst of their criminal plotting. Two
examples are worth noting. The famous barge scene in Antony and
Cleopatra depicts Antony, Pompey, and Lepidus offering healths to one
another. The weakest member of this political triumvirate, Lepidus,
drinks until he is sick. Pompey calls, “Some wine! A health to
Lepidus!” who responds, “I’m not so well as I should be; but I’ll ne’er
out” (2.7.28–29). Determined to stay at the table (to withdraw would
betray weakness), Lepidus soon finds himself swooning. Such drunken
excess, as the second servant notes with irony, “is to have a name in
great men’s fellowship” (2.7.10–11). Initially the audience laughs at
Lepidus’ inept drinking, but as the scene continues, health drinking
shifts from a sign of fellowship to a mask for treachery. The soldier
Menas pulls the host Pompey aside and proposes, given the incapacity
of their guests and their confinement on the barge, that he and
Pompey might kill them. Throughout this sinister exchange, Pompey
continues to pledge Lepidus’ health: “Some wine! A health to
Lepidus!” (2.7.27), “This wine for Lepidus!” (2.7.37), “Where is this
cup I called for?” (2.7.51), “This health to Lepidus!” (2.7.80), “Fill till
the cup be hid” (2.7.83). Here health drinking offers a distraction:
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Pompey keeps his political “allies” busy by forcing them to drink as he
considers (even as he decides not to carry out) their murders.
Of course, as Karen Britland rightly argues, the threat from Pompey
and Menas is averted: “Pompey’s sense of honour forestalls the plan
and the drunken revels pass off safely.”41 But even as this scene
functions as “an image of male fellowship” (p. 119), the audience is
aware of the deep corruption that rends these shambolic alliances. Not
only does health drinking provide a temporary distraction, allowing
Pompey and Menas to plot, but it also fells Lepidus, who must be
carried from the barge, incapacitated and unconscious. At this point
Antony steps in, saying, “Bear him ashore. I’ll pledge it for him,
Pompey” (2.7.84–85), a gesture that underscores Antony’s struggles
with loyalty in the play. Substituting for the weak Lepidus, pledging
loyalty to the treacherous Pompey, Antony rallies to uphold a meaningless ritual, oblivious to the betrayals erupting around him. The
barge scene arguably highlights the hypocrisy of Rome more generally: the allegedly abstemious and stoic Romans prove gluttonous, and
are no more than swaggerers, even as they continue to condemn the
Egyptians as excessive. The scene thus stages, in a serious vein, the link
between healthing, sickness, and violence evoked for laughs in Twelfth
Night.
In Hamlet, Claudius’ health drinking bookends the play. In his first
scene the King counsels Hamlet to remain in Denmark and celebrates
the Prince’s acquiescence with health drinking:
This gentle and unforced accord of Hamlet
Sits smiling to my heart, in grace whereof
No jocund health that Denmark drinks to-day,
But the great cannon to the clouds shall tell
And the King’s rouse the heaven shall bruit again. (1.2.123–27)

Such allegedly celebratory health drinking is precisely what Hamlet
and Horatio hear from the battlements of the castle two scenes later;
as noted above, the prince deems the custom more honored in the
breach than the observance. The king “takes his rouse, / keeps
wassail” (1.4.9–10) and as Hamlet puts it in his description to Horatio,
“as he drains his draughts of Rhenish down / The kettledrum and
41. Karen Britland, “Circe’s Cup: Wine and Women in Early Modern Drama,”
in A Pleasing Sinne, p. 119.
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trumpet thus bray out / The triumph of his pledge” (1.4.11–13).
Hamlet mocks this alleged “triumph” of drinking; instead of bringing
honor to Denmark, Claudius brings infamy. Now other nations,
Hamlet claims, “clepe us drunkards” (18.3). Packed into his short
reference to health drinking lies a salient critique of Claudius’
character and his practice of kingship. Health drinking exposes him as
a King of Misrule rather than a legitimate sovereign. Honor in battle
turns to honor in pledges, while stamina and courage support drunken
excess, not wartime valor. If the narratives on health drinking and
Dutch wars from this essay’s first section might suggest a link between
drinking and fighting, Hamlet wryly undercuts it. Claudius is no
soldier, and his alleged triumph in drinking only “takes / From our
achievements” (18.4–5) and undermines the nation from within.
Opening with a reference to health drinking, the play ends with a
poisoned cup. In the play’s last scene, Claudius offers a series of
compulsive toasts to the Prince, attempting to goad him into drinking
poison: “The King shall drink to Hamlet’s better breath” (5.2.209),
“Now the King drinks to Hamlet” (5.2.216), and “Stay, give me the
drink. Hamlet, this pearl is thine. Here’s to thy health” (5.2.225–26).
In his various pledges, Claudius orders a servant to “give him the cup”
(5.2.226) but Hamlet refuses. These pledges are highly dramatic: they
might serve as a sign of Claudius’ anxiety, his appetite for drinking, or
his over-eagerness to snare Hamlet. But the repetition of the gesture
draws attention to it, not least because Claudius’ pledging mania
prompts Gertrude to drink: “The queen carouses to thy fortune,
Hamlet” (5.2.232). On hearing Gertrude’s response to this pledge—
“the drink, the drink! O my dear Hamlet, / The drink, the drink—I
am poison’d” (5.2.252–53)—Hamlet finally moves against the King.
He forces Claudius to drink the health: “Drink off this potion”
(5.2.268). By contrast, the prince begs Horatio to refrain: “As thou’rt
a man, / Give me the cup. Let go. By heaven, I’ll ha’t” (5.2.284–85).
Here Hamlet interrupts the round of healths initiated by Claudius and
continued through Gertrude, and he does so because the survival of
Horatio depends entirely on his abstinence. The audience feels the
two critiques of healthing rehearsed in section one above: it is
unhealthy, even poisonous, and it leads to violence. In a line of
reasoning surprisingly evocative of godly complaints against health
drinking, the final scene teaches us to refuse a pledge in the name of
salvation, or at the very least survival.
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What difference does it make to note that health drinking begins
and ends Hamlet? While Claudius attempts to rouse “Denmark” in
health drinking, the play invites us to admire Hamlet’s singularity: he
refrains from and derides the practice. Hamlet is no moralist; he does
not need to offer an extended sermon on the topic. Rather, as the
above survey helps illuminate, Hamlet need only invoke the familiar
and largely ridiculed social practice to establish a flaw in Claudius’
character: the audience would know precisely what it meant for a king
to be drunk on healths. In contrast to this illegitimate king, Hamlet
upholds Danish customs against innovative, unwelcome drinking practices, much as Camden and Nashe attempted to remind the English of
their former health and sobriety before the (alleged) introduction of
health drinking from foreign shores.
It is worth noting that healthing often appears merely as a background distraction in these plays, or as dramatic shorthand. In comedies, characters like Buffone, Fluello, Castruchio, Pioratto, Otter,
Quarlous, Flash, Security, and Toby imbibe for our amusement.
Health drinking appears laughable, a stock excuse for drunkenness and
distraction. Toby and Carlo Buffone assert the rites of healthing to
defend their continued drinking; Flash and his ilk mock their companions over cups. In Hamlet, as in Antony and Cleopatra, health drinking
equally appears as white noise, a distraction that allows characters to
plot without arousing suspicion. But this white noise or background
distraction of health drinking demands critical consideration. Tragedies
take the threat of violence attendant on healthing in comedies a step
further, by actively linking health drinking and attempted murder; and
finally it is this continuity in representations of healthing that warrants
attention. Whether in comedy or tragedy, and whether played for
laughs or suspense, health drinking appears onstage as a largely satirized
practice, celebrated by self-serving, swaggering roisterers. Some of
these roisterers divert and amuse us, of course. But the sustained satire
of health drinking suggests that early modern dramatists largely mocked
the practice: they depict it in connection with loutish communities
bound in the invocation of a laughable ritual.
IV

In contrast to the dominant view of health drinking as a satirized social
ritual, Robert Herrick invokes healthing as a significant expression of
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loyalty. In “To live merrily, and to trust to good verses,” Herrick’s
speaker honors his favorite authors with a series of pledges. He begins
with a toast to Homer:
Homer, this Health to thee,
In Sack of such a kind
That it wo’d make thee see
Though thou wert ne’er so blind. (CP, pp. 80–81)

Herrick’s speaker proceeds through Vergil, Ovid, Catullus, and
Propertius, draining a full glass with each pledge. By stanza five the
speaker’s head is spinning: “Round, round, the roof do’s run.” Yet he
offers a few more health pledges, consuming larger and larger portions
as the poem continues: as he says to Tibullus, “This flood I drink to
thee.”
Herrick’s witty reference to healthing is contemporaneous with
Heywood’s satirical pamphlet, Philocothonista, featured above. But
instead of lampooning health drinking as a questionable social practice,
Herrick and other Cavalier poets trumpet it as an ancient, historical,
and literary rite. From the 1630s through the 1650s, poets such as
Herrick, Waller, Cotton, and Lovelace posit a classical and pastoral
origin for health drinking; they thus counter several decades of literature satirizing the practice. Offering healths to Bacchus, Anacreon,
Horace and others, these poets wish, as Charles Cotton puts it in “To
Mr. Alexander Brome, an Epode” to “mould all our Healths to . . .
immortal Rhythme” (l. 13). Drinking and poetry unite. Even those
“who cannot sing, shall drink in time” (l. 14). While Shakespeare,
Jonson, Dekker, and Heywood mock communities of health drinkers,
poets such as Cotton instead construct “one mind” through inspired
drinking. Cotton’s speaker imagines himself merging with Anacreon
and Horace, “as if we all one Man could be” (l. 18).42
Health drinking ostensibly unites Cavalier poets and audiences with
their poetic forbearers, including not only Anacreon and Horace but
also Jonson. These poets notably ignore Jonson’s Carlo Buffone, the
foreign, health-drinking jester, in favor of his celebration of drinking
42. “To Mr. Alexander Brome, an Epode,” Poems of Sir Charles Cotton, ed. John Buxton
(London, 1958), p. 228. See also “The Ejection,” in which the speaker drinks healths to
“Bacchus and his fraternal crew;” and “The Puff,” praising “the wholesome heat of Bacchus,”
in Hugh Crompton, Pierides, or the Muses Mount (1658), pp. 17, 14–16. Hunt 102352.
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in Leges Convivales.43 Thus in Herrick’s “A Bacchanalian Verse” the
speaker drinks a health to Jonson:
Fill me a mighty bowle
Up to the brim:
That I may drink
Unto my Jonson’s soule.
Crowne it agen, agen;
And thrice repeat
That happy heat;
To drink to thee my Ben.
Well I can quaffe, I see,
To th’ number five,
Or nine; but thrive
In frenzy ne’er like thee. (CP, p. 301)

The tongue-in-cheek excess of the poem suggests both poetic debt
and forgetfulness. Herrick at once celebrates (and gently mocks) the
“frenzy” of Jonson, chronicling the earlier poet’s role in inspiring his
verse. Healthing brings the speaker into union with Jonson: through
drunkenness they both reach inspired heights, even if the speaker fails
to reach the level of Jonson’s poetic (and drunken) achievement
(“thrive . . . ne’er like thee”).
While Herrick draws on the biographical lore surrounding Jonson’s
drinking, he overlooks the moderation upheld in the verse of his
poetic forbearer. In “Inviting a Friend to Supper,” Jonson might praise
“rich Canary-wine” (l. 29) for its inspiration, but he also reminds his
guests to “sup free, but moderately” (l. 35). Similarly in Underwood he
contrasts those “that ask to be sealed in the tribe of Ben” with “those
that live in the wild anarchy of drink” (LXV, l. 10). Most notably in
“To Celia,” perhaps the best known poem on health drinking (despite
its disavowal of healthing), Jonson’s speaker counsels, “Drink to me
only with thine eyes, / And I will pledge with mine.” As Joshua
Scodel’s scholarship on moderation has established, Jonson “reveals
his concern for self-restraint in his ambivalent treatment of . . . the
health” (p. 209). His speaker replaces wine in the cup with kisses, but
as Herrick’s “Bacchanalian Verse” reveals, the Cavalier poets offer no
43. Ben Jonson, The Poems; The Prose Works, ed. C.H. Herford, et al. (Oxford, 1947), VIII,
656.
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such substitution. Instead Herrick celebrates “the wild anarchy of
drink” as a sign of his community’s bountiful fortune, evident in the
imagination if not in real political life.
If these poets invoke healthing to unite with their literary predecessors, the ritual also connects them to ancient English traditions.
Health drinking is a country ritual, like church ales and maypole
dancing, to be upheld in the face of newfangled, godly opposition. In
“The Maypole,” for example, Herrick’s speaker drinks a health both
to the pole and to his daughters surrounding him:
The May-pole is up,
Now give me the cup,
I’ll drink to the garlands a-round it;
But first unto those
Whose hands did compose
The glory of flowers that crown’d it.
A health to my girls,
Whose husbands may Earls
Or Lords be, (granting my wishes)
And when that ye wed
To the bridal bed,
Then multiply all, like to fishes. (CP, p. 316)

As in “A Bacchanalian Verse,” health drinking here provides a space
for imaginative reflection. The speaker hopes to see his daughters well
placed in marriage; and he imagines a fertile future for them. Of
course, the poem has its witty (or uncomfortable) undercurrents, since
it features a father drinking healths to an erected maypole while
imagining his daughters conceiving in the “bridal bed.” In both of
Herrick’s poems the celebration is somewhat undercut: health
drinking allows the speakers to have fanciful aspirations of poetic or
familial achievement even as the poems might also imply that the
speakers’ wishes will never be realized.
Reframed as a country custom, as well as a source of poetic legacy,
health drinking ultimately serves as a means of expressing national
allegiance during a time of political conflict.44 What had been condemned as a foreign custom is now embraced as a highly English,
44. My conclusions about poetic representations of health drinking also draw on poems in
the following volumes: Choyce Drollery (1656); Antidote Against Melancholy: made up into pills
(1661); Merry Drollerie or, a collection of jovial poems, merry songs, witty drolleries (1661); Hugh
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largely Royalist pasttime. Inebriation, through healthing, is a sign of
loyalty to king and country. “Royalist civil war and Interregnum
drinking poems,” Scodel writes, “defiantly respond to PuritanInterregnum values with calculated excess” (p. 227). “Lovelace’s “To
Althea, from prison” exemplifies this view. As “flowing Cups run
swiftly round,” the poem’s prisoners unite their “hearts with Loyall
Flames.” The men celebrate their drinking:
When thirsty griefe in Wine we steepe,
When Healths and draughts go free,
Fishes that tipple in the Deepe,
Know no such Libertie.45

Lovelace’s poem rehearses a view of health drinking conventional
in Cavalier verse. Such drinking is about loyalty (“our hearts with
loyall flames”), “libertie,” and release from care. In “The Royalist,”
Alexander Brome amplifies and extends Lovelace’s engagement with
health drinking. He writes,
Come, pass about the bowl to me,
A health to our distressed King;
Though we’re in hold, let cups go free,
Birds in a cage may freely sing.46

Brome offers a familiar notion of the Royalist supporters as caged birds
who nonetheless sing for joy (as Lovelace writes, “stone walls do not
a prison make / nor iron bars a cage”). Both poems link healthing and
liberty, with liberty signifying both liberality—of the generous host or
abundant cups—and political freedom.
If the pamphleteers and dramatists satirize or condemn healthing
for denying the drinker liberty, Lovelace and Brome celebrate health
drinking for providing such liberty. With the formation of the
Crompton, Bring a fardle of fancies, or a medley of musick, stewed in four ounces of the oyl of epigrams
(1657), and Pierides, or the Muses Mount (1658); John Taylor, Drinke and Welcome (1637); Thomas
D’Urfey, Wit and Mirth: Pills to Purge Melancholy, 6 vols. (1719–1720); and John Wilmot, Earl of
Rochester, ed. David M. Vieth (New Haven, 1962).
45. The Poems of Richard Lovelace, ed. C.H. Wilkinson (Oxford, 1930), pp. 78–79, ll. 9–16.
46. “The Royalist. Written in 1646,” Alexander Brome, Songs and Other Poems (1668),
p. 43. Hereafter abbreviated SP and cited parenthetically by page number. See also Alexander
Brome: Poems, ed. Roman R. Dubinski, 2 vols. (Toronto, 1982).
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Protectorate, excessive drinking figures liberty from godly discipline,
and the freedom to practice an outlawed social ritual. As Lois Potter
writes, such drinking offers “an example of the release from the prison
of the body.”47 This assertion of liberty has been read as nostalgia for
a carefree time; the carpe diem ethos of the Cavalier poets, influentially analyzed by Earl Miner as a poetic response to the “Cavalier
winter,” reasserts lost rites and traditions, including the merriment
now suppressed in times of war.48 But the invocation of health drinking in these poems is more complex than a model of nostalgia allows.
Cavalier poets may invoke former rituals and rites, such as maypole
dances and Whitsun ales. But in their invocation of health drinking,
the poets reshape a derided social practice into a political rite of
passage. They take up a ritual associated with roistering as a native
custom. Rather than looking nostalgically backward to a lost custom
of health drinking, then, these poets much more ingeniously seek to
claim as an honorable English ritual a social practice earlier mocked by
writers on both sides of the aisle.
In their ingenuity, these poets not only reframe the vexed representations of the ritual by their immediate, dramatic predecessors, but
they also actively challenge the condemnation of healthing in the
contemporaneous pamphlets of their Puritan opponents. By the 1630s
the discourse of health drinking thus fractures. The godly have
launched, as suggested in section one, their sustained attack on health
drinking. As the Puritan voices grow in power and influence, and as
the tension between godly and Royalist comes to shape the political
landscape of Caroline England, poets such as Herrick and Waller begin
to celebrate health drinking as a means of forming community and
testing loyalty in the face of godly ranting. Specifically health drinking,
as these poets reveal, serves to cement allegiances between patently
non-Puritan participants. Thus the drinking and liberty invoked by
these poets is not individual (the right to drink when and how one
wishes) but instead collective (the right to drink together). Loyal
camaraderie depends upon participation in the drinking ritual.
47. Lois Potter, Secret Rites and Secret Writing: Royalist Literature, 1641–1660 (Cambridge,
Eng., 1989), pp. 138, 141. Further, Scodel has argued that Lovelace’s excess is, given the
circumstances, a reasonable response: the poet “justifies his non-Horatian excess with a
Horatian appeal to decorum: extreme circumstances demand extreme remedies” (p. 228).
48. Earl Miner, The Cavalier Mode from Jonson to Cotton (Princeton, 1971).
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Even, then, as these Cavalier poets celebrate liberty, they claim to
exercise this liberty through a form of compulsory sociality derided by
an earlier generation of writers on healthing. Edmund Waller’s “For
Drinking of Healths,” for example, evokes health drinking and martial
community:
Wine fills the veins, and healths are understood
To give our friends a title to our blood;
Who, naming me, doth warm his courage so,
Shows for my sake what his bold hand would do.49

Health drinking insures the good fellowship of a masculine
community: these men own “title” to one another’s “blood.” But the
mention of “courage” and “bold hand” also suggests battle, as health
drinkers promise to defend one another, whether in the drinking
house or in the theater of war. The bold hand on the battlefield
becomes the drinker’s hand, raising a glass; the blood flowing in war
becomes the wine flowing among friends. In “Song in a Siege,”
Robert Heath writes, “Let’s drink then as we us’d to fight, / As long
as we can stand.” The speaker taunts his audience, crying “Hee neither
dares to die or fight, / Whom harmless fears from healths affright.”50
Similarly, Sir Charles Cotton writes that “Whoe dares not drink’s a
wretched wight; / Nor can I think that man dares fight / All day, that
dares not drink all night.”51 Both speakers attack those who abstain
from drinking as cowards who avoid the battlefield. Furthermore, in
collapsing drinking and fighting as signs of daring, these poets bolster
their spirits for the fight against godly opponents. Here drinking feats
presage battle victory; abstinence or moderation leads to “fear” and
“wretchedness.”
This argument on the virtue of excessive drinking might seem to
run against the literature on moderation as a primary masculine virtue.
Overdrinking might appear to compromise rather than bolster male
communities. The immoderate drinker has been deemed not hypermasculine but at times effeminate, as the studies of moderation by
49. The Poetical Works of Edmund Waller, ed. Thomas Park (1806), pp. 55–56.
50. Robert Heath, Clarastella; together with Poems Occasional, Elegies, Epigrams, Satyrs (1650),
in Occasional Poems, pp. 22–23. BL 1076.b.11.
51. “Ode,” Poems of Sir Charles Cotton, ed. John Buxton (London, 1958), p. 222. In another
“Ode,” Cotton condemns those who “dare not pledge our Loyall Bowles,” pp. 223–24.
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Scodel and Todd W. Reeser help establish, and as Phyllis Rackin and
Jean Howard illuminate.52 As powerful as the association between
moderation and masculinity might have been, however, there was no
singular notion of masculinity in the period. Certainly “for different
social groups in early modern England,” as Bruce R. Smith writes,
“there were different masculinities.”53 B. Ann Tlusty highlights, for
example, the “exaggerated norms of masculine behavior” evident
among soldiers drinking in taverns.54 Here soldiers overdrank, carried
weapons and were often violent, taunting one another with not being
man enough to fight. The moderation celebrated in one male community might be undermined by another. As Bernard Capp puts it,
“The world of drink, gaming and roistering condemned by the
conduct books represented an alternative model of manhood, always
attractive to some.”55 Gina Bloom is even more pointed in her analysis
of heaving drinking: for “working men of lower or middle status and
youths . . . disorderly behaviors like heavy drinking could constitute a
bid for an antipatriarchal, countercode of masculine conduct.”56 Thus,
moderation might be deemed a masculine virtue in the period, and
writers might condemn drunkenness precisely on the grounds that
it emasculates the excessive imbiber. The community of temperate
drinkers nevertheless stands in contrast to the subcultures of heavy
drinkers, including those health drinking soldiers.
In the case of Cavalier verse, the picture of male drinking culture
proves even richer than this potentially schematic opposition of either
52. Todd W. Reeser explores how “the ideal man of the Renaissance” exercised moderation in relation to “courage, diet, and prodigality” in Moderating Masculinity in Early Modern
Culture (Chapel Hill, 2006), p. 14. In Engendering a Nation: A Feminist Account of Shakespeare’s
English Histories (New York, 1997), Jean E. Howard and Phyllis Rackin analyze how, in R2,
Bolingbroke condemns his “young wanton and effeminate boy” who haunts taverns and spends
his time with a “dissolute crew” (5.310–12). The tavern in the Henriad is thus marked, they
argue, “as a feminized, theatrical space” p. 165. On drinking and effeminacy see also Britland,
“Circe’s Cup,” pp. 109–26.
53. Bruce R. Smith, Shakespeare and Masculinity (Oxford, 2000), p. 57. He also notes that
the “humanist man of moderation” was one of the “ideal types in Shakespeare’s plays” (p. 157).
54. B. Ann Tlusty, “The Public House and Military Culture in Early Modern Germany,”
in The World of the Tavern, ed. Beat Kümin and B. Ann Tlusty (Aldershot, 2002), p. 150.
55. Bernard Capp, review of Meanings of Manhood in Early Modern England, (IHR Reviews
in History, review no. 380) <http://www.history.ac.uk/reviews/review/380>. Capp elaborates
that “one task facing future scholars will be to tease out . . . alternative meanings of manhood
for those who embraced them.” See also A Lynn Martin, Alcohol, Sex, and Gender in Late
Medieval and Early Modern Europe (New York, 2001); and Shepard, Meanings of Manhood.
56. Bloom, “Manly Drunkenness,” p. 23.
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moderate humanist to drunken soldier or aristocratic to working class
drinker might suggest: these poems stage simultaneously the pleasures
and dangers of drinking. Poetic speakers, as inebriated health drinkers,
claim political agency even as they depict their own deprived wills.
The poets repeatedly invoke images of battle, but their inability to
defend themselves from attacks—attacks not only launched by enemies
but also by allies in the space of the tavern or great hall—arguably
compromises their masculinity in exposing their failed self-sovereignty.
The practice of health drinking thus creates a double bind, in that men
are compelled to drink as a sign of manhood; but then are at times
derided as emasculated or dehumanized when they drink for the
wrong reasons, namely peer pressure and lack of will.
This contradiction—between drinking as a means of inclusion in a
masculine community and as a compulsory gesture undermining the
drinker’s agency—appears in many depictions of the practice in Cavalier verse. In the majority of Cavalier representations of health drinking it is mandatory to return a pledge, and this compulsory drinking
serves to unify the community, even as it compromises the individual
drinker. Health drinking becomes a rite of passage or obligation for
inclusion in the Cavalier community, as drinking marks one’s allegiance against godly interlopers. While earlier dramatists staged health
drinking as corrupt or damaging social ritual—while they expressed
suspicion of those men who demand health pledging as a form of
friendship—a generation later Cavalier poets condemn those men
unwilling or unable to drink. Health drinking is thus “not friendly
drinking,” as Angela McShane Jones illuminates in her work on
ballads.57 Brome’s poetry is especially clear in articulating this code of
compulsory healthing. In “The Club,” tired drinkers deserve banishment (“He that has a hearts that’s drowsy / Shall be surely banished
hence”), and those remaining health drinkers must stand their ground:
57. Angela McShane Jones, “Raising a royal glass,” Interview on Hero (2004), <http://
www.hero.ac.uk/uk/research/archives/2004/raising_a_royal_glass.cfm>. See also her “Roaring
Royalists and Ranting Brewers: the Politicisation of Drink and Drunkenness in Political
Broadside Ballads from 1640 to 1689,” in A Pleasing Sinne, pp. 69–88. On ballads see, e.g., “The
Royalist’s Resolve” in Roxburghe Ballads, which claims “Come, drawer, some wine, / Or we’ll
pull down the sign, / For we are all jovial compounders; / We’ll make the house ring / With
healths to our King, / And confusion light on his confounders.” Versions of this ballad also
appear under the titles “The Compounders Song” in T.W. [Thomas Weaver], Songs and Poems
of Love and Drollery (1654), pp. 13–15, and “On the Goldsmiths Committee,” Rump: Or an
Exact Collection of the Choycest Poems and Songs relating to the Late Times (1662), pp. 235–37.
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Let the glasse still run its round
And each good-fellow keep his ground
And if there be any flincher found,
We’l have his soul new coyn’d. (SP, pp. 87–88)

The “flincher” (the man who passes the cup or abstains) will be beaten
into shape, “his soul new coyn’d,” while the rest of the men defend
their territory.58 Through such gestures toward compulsory conviviality, and much more overtly than Herrick or Waller before him,
Brome acknowledges the sociopolitical downsides of insisting upon
drunkenness as a strategy of resistance. Health drinking challenges the
godly by forming community precisely on the basis of an activity they
abhor. At the same time, however, the challenge corrals Royalist men
into a form of drinking perhaps more excessive than some of them
might want. In its violent opposition to the godly, the community
turns punches and swords on itself when left to its own devices in
tavern or country house. Passing or abstaining, one is called a
“flincher” or “wight,” worthy of beating. The bravado in these poems
effectively collapses the godly enemy and the moderate friend, turning
all but the inebriated health drinker into an enemy target. Health
drinking in these poems welcomes an audience into an apparently
convivial community, but the speakers openly announce the violence
and compulsion behind their gestures of hospitality.59
One might claim, against this argument on health drinking as compulsory, that these verses are witty, convivial, symposiastic, or indeed
anacreontic. Goading or bullying, one might argue, denotes merely a
community of drinkers, not social tyranny. And certainly in mingling
drink and writing in “To live merrily,” for example, Herrick nods to
classical models of inspiration: Plato’s symposium, Anacreon’s verse,
and Plutarch’s table talk.60 But the moderate pleasure of the banquet,
and the interplay of wine and the civil conversation attendant on such
58. See also “The Prisoners.”
59. As Wilcher, The Writing of Royalism, argues, Brome’s drinking compromises his political
efficacy: “there is clearly no hope of effective action to overturn the Protectorate from the
rollicking Cavalier who authors these lines: ‘we only converse with pots and with glasses, / Let
the Rulers alone with their trade’ ” (p. 333).
60. The seventeenth century saw the first significant flourishing of Anacreontic poetry in
English, following Henri Estienne’s 1554 French edition, and initial efforts by Robert Greene,
Orpharion (1589), and A.W., in Davisons’s Poetical Rhapsody (1602). Herrick and Abraham
Cowley paraphrased and/or translated the Greek verse, while Thomas Stanley offered the first
full translation of the Anacreon into English in 1651. On Herrick’s relation to this tradition, see
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feasts, contrasts with the more aggressive ritual of health drinking. The
dominant language of healthing verse is excess; not health but sickness;
not civil conversation but fighting. As tempting as it might be to group
health drinking with the civil conviviality illuminated by critics such as
Michelle O’Callaghan, Timothy Raylor and Adam Smyth, the two are
distinct forms of sociability.61 These scholars help establish how conviviality involves drinking and pleasure, but it does not promote
excess; moderation is at odds with the excesses of health drinking, even
as healthing occasionally appears in the context of humanist banqueting. “[C]onvivial civility,” to follow Michel Jeanneret, appears in
“refined manners, moderate appetites, and the creation of a small
society of close friends who are both educated and Epicurean.”62 To
note the representations of drunken excess, then, is not to dismiss the
pleasures of feasting or mirth. Instead, one can recognize both the
pleasure of sensual ingestion, the joy of drinking, and the warmth of
community on the one hand, and the violence and compulsion of
group binge drinking on the other.
To study health drinking is thus to illuminate as controversial a
practice that might otherwise seem merely convivial, escapist, or customary. And this practice might easily seem so because within the
space of a few decades the dominant discourse on healthing moves
from satire of such drinking—as a foreign practice in Camden; as
boisterous fellowship in Jonson; and as false friendship in Gascoigne
and Shakespeare—to suspicion of those who fail to drink, in Waller,
Lovelace, Brome, and Cotton. Furthermore, these lyric poets celebrate
the features of health drinking that a prior generation of dramatists, and
contemporary sectarian preachers, condemn as excessive, compulsory,
and damaging to one’s health. Thus representations of health drinking reveal persistent cross-currents and tensions: healthing is at once
excessive, pleasurable, and potentially dangerous; it simultaneously
Corns, Uncloistered Virtue, esp. pp. 96–100; Coiro, Robert Herrick’s Hesperides; and Stella
Achilleos, “The Anacreontea and Refined Male Sociability,” in A Pleasing Sinne, pp. 21–35. On
Stanley see Stella P. Revard, “Thomas Stanley and ‘A Register of Friends,’ ” in Literary Circles
and Cultural Communities in Renaissance England, ed. Claude J. Summers and Ted-Larry
Pebworth (Columbia, Mo., 2000), pp. 148–72.
61. Michelle O’Callaghan, The English Wits; Timothy Raylor, Cavaliers; Adam Smyth, ed,
A Pleasing Sinne. See also Phillip Withington, “Company and Sociability in Early Modern
England,” Social History 32 (2007), 291–307.
62. Michel Jeanneret, A Feast of Words: Banquets and Table Talk in the Renaissance, tr. Jeremy
Whiteley and Emma Hughes (Chicago, 1991), p. 179.
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builds and tears down communities. Nevertheless, a general trend,
from satire to celebration, comes with the shift from Elizabethan and
Jacobean drama to Cavalier verse.
Precisely those qualities of healthing that drew most negative attention among dramatists and satirists now attract the Cavaliers to the
practice: it allows them to rally troops in the form of a drinking
community, and to sink into oblivion. Specifically, as sectarians take
up and vastly intensify the critique of health drinking, Cavaliers
respond by celebrating the derided practice. The “resort to the fellowship of hard-drinking comrades-in-arms,” as Jerome de Groot
notes, functions “as an antidote to disappointment and defeat.”63 But
such a resort to fellowship, in the case of health drinking, should not
obscure its origins in earlier literature as a satirized vice. One should
not imagine that health drinking is a revived country ritual, or a native
rite of merry old England. Instead, it is a social practice reframed by
mid-seventeenth century poets for innovative purposes. And in the
process of this aggressive reframing, its more derided origins have
remained obscured for future critics.
As writers from Shakespeare and Jonson through Waller and Brome
depict, health drinking is a practice of compulsory conviviality. Sectarian writers and early modern dramatists for the most part condemn or
mock such compulsion. By contrast, Cavalier poets largely celebrate it:
mandatory drinking helps cull the community to the “fit though few.”
In an historical irony, however, if these poets viewed their healthing as
loyal political action helping to sustain the Royalist cause, upon
ascending the throne King Charles II disagreed. He condemned and
outlawed the compulsory conviviality of health drinking in the first
year of his restoration. His 1660 proclamation against the practice
claims:
There are . . . [a] sort of men, of whom we have heard much, and are
sufficiently ashamed, who spend their time in Taverns, Tipling-houses,
and Debauches, giving no other evidence of their affection to us, but in
Drinking Our Health, and Inveighing against all others, who are not of
their own dissolute temper; . . . We hope . . . that they will cordially
renounce all the Licentiousness, Prophaneness, and Impiety, with which
they have been corrupted and endeavored to corrupt others, and that
they will, hereafter, become examples of Sobriety and Virtue, and make
63. de Groot, Royalist Identities, p. 30.
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it appear, that what is past, was rather the Vice of the Time, then of the
Persons and so the fitter to be forgotten together.64

However unsuccessful this proclamation might have been (since health
drinking continued, as the writings of John Wilmot, the earl of Rochester, Thomas D’Urfey, Samuel Pepys and a host of others attest),
nevertheless its language is prescient. To a large degree, the “vice of
the time” has been overlooked or underinterpreted by scholars. But
it is not therefore “the fitter to be forgotten.” Instead, the canon of
healthing literature constructed here recounts the untold story of how
a largely condemned and satirized social practice was recuperated as a
convivial ritual in the space of a mere generation. Furthermore, this
recuperation exposes an innovative attitude toward the tangle of
excess, social pressure and ritual at stake in healthing. What one
generation deemed a corrupt practice not only of binge drinking but
also of groupthink offers comfort to a subsequent generation, as its
poets attempt to weather the era’s severest political storms.
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64. A Proclamation against Vicious, Debauch’d, and Prophane Persons, by the King. At our court
at Whitehal, the 30th day of May, in the twelfth year of our reign (1660). Hunt 150133. Health
drinking continued as a social practice at least up through the eighteenth century.
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